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NAME:  Theodore A Henning II 

PHONE NUMBER:  817.781.6547 

EMAIL ADDRESS:  bluebonnets_trb@msn.com 

MEMBER OF FWSA SINCE:  2003 

 

BIOGRAPHY:  Theodore A Henning II was exposed to music at an early age. His first instrument was 

an accordion. Later in Junior High he learned to play the upright bass and took piano lessons. In 

High School he was introduced to the Dobro guitar and was thereafter invited to be a member of 

Stu Ramsay and the Clary’s Grove Boys. After that he joined an obscure Chicago bluegrass group, 

The Calumet Sag and Sanitary Canal River Boys. A stint in the Army during the Viet Nam era had 

him playing at military clubs and USO shows. One time he had opportunity to open for Charlie 

Pride. Mostly self taught on the guitar, Theo enjoys bluegrass flat picking and three-finger styles. 

Along the way he took violin lessons, and also plays 5-string banjo. It wasn’t until the early ‘90’ s 

that he began writing his own tunes. First came his positive music spiritual CD, Train Is A Coming. 

Next came the bluebonnet love song collection, a compilation done with others titled, Texas 

Roadside Blues. In 2011 he released a CD of Americana/Folk tunes, titled Folkin’ Along The 

Highway. His latest release is an eclectic mix of songs titled,  Just Some Stuff.  After the demise of 

the space shuttle Columbia, Theo’s song Seven Angels And Columbia received honorable mention 

from NASA and dignitaries from other countries.. He joined FWSA in 2003, is presently on the 

Board, and has been active in music around Fort Worth and beyond ever since. 

 
 

Theo’s music website is: http://www.theodoreahenningii.com 
 
Theo has also written a novel published on Amazon titled, The Sauwastika Enigma, and keeps a blog 
at http://www.wideastexas.com  He is available for home concerts, and gigs. Check him out! 
These have been copyrighted as a sound recording for both lyrics and musical work.          
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